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1. The Broken Road

1.1 September 26, 1983

The date September 26, 1983 is of unusual significance to the field of monetary economics. The now widespread views on the "instability of money demand" find their origins in a conspicuous error made on that day. On that day, Newsweek magazine published on p. 84 a misguided full page article that has dramatically altered the way in which the public, the press, and the economics profession look at monetary data. The article contains a photograph of its author and a title, "A Case of Bad Good News." At the center of the page is a highlighted statement in bold print stating: "The monetary explosion leaves no satisfactory way out of our present situation."

The author explains in further detail within his article:

"The monetary explosion from July 1982 to July 1983 leaves no satisfactory way out of our present situation. The Fed's stepping on the brakes will appear to have no immediate effect. Rapid recovery will continue under the impetus of earlier monetary growth. With its historical shortsightedness, the Fed will be tempted to step still harder on the brake---just as the failure of rapid monetary growth in late 1982 to generate immediate recovery led it to keep its collective foot on the accelerator much too long. The result is bound to be renewed stagflation---recession accompanied by rising inflation and high interest rates...The only real uncertainty is when the recession will begin."

The author of that article was Milton Friedman. Others who identified themselves as "monetarists" at the time sounded the same alarm. The recession never came. "Monetarism" has never recovered. While stability of money demand is necessary but not sufficient for the "monetarist" view, the damaged monetarist policy position was equated in the minds of many academic researchers with the view that the money demand function had "broken down."

The favored monetary aggregate among monetarists at that time, including especially Friedman, was simple sum M2. In retrospect, it is interesting to ask whether subsequent retroactive revisions in the Federal Reserve Board's simple sum monetary aggregate can shed any new light on the source of Friedman's September 26, 1983 public forecast error. The most recent such revision appears in a Federal Reserve Board staff working paper by Whitesell and Collins (1996), in which they provide plots of the old M2 and a revised simple sum M2 over the period of 1980-1987. Their paper displays the same immense spike in late 1982 and early 1983, as with the earlier unrevised series. The growth rate spike jumps from under 10% to over 30% and then back down again.

The monetarist view of the time was that a surge in inflation was unavoidably on the way, as the
inflationary shock worked its way through the economy, and a subsequent recession produced by a Federal Reserve
contractionary "overreaction" was also unavoidable. The prediction of an unavoidable eventual recession is very
much "monetarist" and was therefore controversial among nonmonetarists, but the forecast of inflation seemed
undeniable. Under virtually every view in macroeconomics, a correlation between money growth and neutral or
near-neutral changes in nominal variables is predicted. Hence that aspect of Friedman's prediction should concern
everyone.

There are only two possible conclusions: either money growth has no effect on prices, and hence all
macroeconomic theory is wrong, or simple sum M2 is a terribly defective measure of monetary service flow.

1.2 September 26, 1983 Once Again

September 26, 1983 was indeed a significant date in the history of economic thought. But there is another
reason to remember that day. On precisely that same day, another article appeared in a magazine with a public
"on the record" forecast by an economist, a photograph of that economist, and a boldface article title. The title of
that article was "What Explosion?" The article, which appeared on p. 196 of Forbes magazine on that day explains
further

"that people have been panicking unnecessarily about money supply growth this year. The new bank
money funds and the super NOW accounts have been sucking in money that was formerly held in other
forms, and other types of asset shuffling also have occurred. But the Divisia aggregates are rising at a rate
not much different from last year's... the "apparent explosion" can be viewed as a statistical blip."

Yes, you have guessed it. The subject of the article was the Divisia monetary aggregates, which I had
developed and advocated in earlier work, and which were the basis for my statements to Forbes magazine. A
controlled "experiment" of this sort is rare in the field of economics. Friedman and I went on the record on the
exact same day with the dramatically different forecasts implied by the two different methods of monetary
aggregation.1

1The source of the spike in simple sum M2 is well known. Following the passage of the Depository
Institution Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980, money market deposit accounts (MMDAs) and
super-NOW accounts were authorized in December 1982. The Divisia index or any other index produced
from index number theory introduces new goods through a procedure explained by Diewert (1980). Since
the interest rates on MMDAs and super-NOWs were high at their introduction, their user cost prices
(foregone interest) were low, and they were introduced smoothly with initially low weight, especially in the
broadest aggregates, such as L. But MMDAs and super-NOWs were added directly into the simple sum
monetary aggregates, which treat all included assets as perfect substitutes. For a history of the evolution of
the official monetary aggregates and their components, see Anderson and Kavajecz (1994).
While those magazine articles were both about M2, an even more enlightening illustration is now available from comparison of simple sum M2 with Divisia L, where L is the broadest monetary aggregate made available by the Federal Reserve System. As has been emphasized by Poterba and Rotemberg (1987) and Rotemberg, Driscoll, and Poterba (1995), properly weighted monetary aggregates are most informative, when computed at the broadest level of aggregation, since such aggregates capture the contribution of all monetary assets to the economy's monetary service flow. On the other hand, simple sum aggregates deteriorate in quality as the level of aggregation increases, since growing amounts of nonmonetary services are included in those unweighted aggregates as distant substitutes for money are introduced into the aggregate. While the broadest simple sum monetary aggregates therefore have never been influential, and were not advocated by monetarists, we have no reason to exclude properly weighted distant substitutes for money in a Divisia monetary aggregate. In Figure 1, I provide plots of both simple sum M2 and Divisia L from the recently available new data made available online by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The simple sum M2 giant spike is conspicuous, although Divisia L evidences no spike at all.

It is unfortunate and perhaps puzzling that Milton Friedman's name has become attached to this dramatic
failure of the simple sum monetary aggregates, since Friedman and Schwartz (1970, pp. 151-152) were among the first to recognize the need for properly weighted monetary aggregates, and in recent tests of blockwise weak separability, Swoford (1995) has shown that Friedman and Schwartz's preferences in monetary component groupings were unusually astute.\(^2\) In addition, the views contained in Friedman's *Newsweek* article were widely shared by the monetarists of the time. Rather than being too critical of the central bank, the monetarists were perhaps too trusting of the Federal Reserve, since the monetarists uncritically based their conclusions on data published by the Federal Reserve.

The direction in which monetary economists, the press, central banks, and public policy have moved since September 26, 1983 might have been very different, if the readership of *Forbes* exceeded the readership of *Newsweek*, rather than visa versa.

1.3 The "Monetarist Experiment" of November 1979 to August 1982

It is perhaps worth asking why the field was so vulnerable and so fragile in 1983. While Friedman's forecast error was indeed conspicuous and created a disturbing anomaly to believers in simple sum monetary aggregation, economists historically have had a healthy (if unscientific) "sense of humor" about forecasts. But in fact the September 26, 1983 failure followed shortly after another serious blow to "monetarism" and to advocates of stable simple sum money demand equations: the three year "monetarist experiment" period of November 1979 to August 1982. That experiment resulted in a serious recession, despite the fact that the behavior of the simple sum monetary aggregates during the period indicate an intent by the Federal Reserve to produce a gradual disinflation rather than a severe disinflationary shock.

I was on the staff of the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, DC from July 1973 through December 1981. As a result, I had more than average exposure to what led up to the "monetarist experiment," and I was a personal witness to many of the activities at the Federal Reserve during most of that period. Without unnecessarily getting into the controversies about what happened at the Federal Reserve during the "experiment," I do wish to observe that the data itself tells a very enlightening story, and it is that message from the data, rather than personal anecdotal information, that I shall discuss below.

\(^2\) In fact Friedman and Schwartz's advocacy of research on weighted monetary aggregates has been widely quoted, as in Barnett, Fisher, and Serletis (1992, p. 2092).
As I reported in Barnett (1984), the growth rate of simple sum M2 during the period of the "monetarist experiment" averaged 9.3%, while the growth rate of Divisia M2 during the period averaged 4.5%. Similarly the growth rate of simple sum M3 during the period averaged 10%, while the growth rate of Divisia M3 during the period averaged 4.8%. This period followed double digit growth rates of all simple sum and Divisia monetary aggregates. In short, believers in simple sum monetary aggregation, who had been the advocates of the "monetarist experiment," were put in the embarrassing position of witnessing an outcome (the subsequent recession) that was inconsistent with the intent of the prescribed policy and with the behavior during the period of the simple sum monetary aggregates. This unwelcome and unexpected outcome rendered vulnerable those economists who advocated a policy based upon the assumption of a stable simple sum demand for money function.

Friedman's very visible forecast error on September 26, 1983 followed closely on the heels of the end of the monetarist experiment in August 1982 and the recession that it produced. The road buckled and collapsed below the monetarists and those who believed in stable simple sum demand for money functions. Those two associated groups have never recovered.3

But the recession that followed the monetarist experiment was no surprise to anyone who had followed the Divisia monetary aggregates, since those aggregates indicated that a severe deflationary shock had occurred. To those who were using data based upon valid index number and aggregation theory, rather than the obsolete simple sum monetary aggregates, the road remained smooth---no bumps, no breaks. Nothing unexpected had happened.

2. The Low Road

2.1 Where is the Low Road?

The two dramatic failures of simple sum money demand theory set the stage for the "controversy" that is the subject of this Economic Journal exchange. Badly shaken by the two failures in the early 1980s, monetary economists had two choices of roads to follow: the high road or the low road. Along the high road there were no paradoxes, no puzzles, no unexplained instabilities. There was, however, a very deep and difficult research agenda

---

3There were other earlier shocks to the beliefs of the faithful, such as the "missing money" issue. Those earlier problems seemed to have had little effect on policy, and were viewed as fixable, although there were differences of opinion about the right choice of fix. The real damage was done in the early 1980s. Those interested in the message from the high road about the earlier "paradoxes" of the 1970s can find much of the relevant literature surveyed in Barnett, Fisher, and Serletis (1992).
ahead, if the quality of monetary economics research was to be raised to a level consistent with principles accepted in other areas of economic research, such as index number and aggregation theory---two of the most disturbingly challenging areas of economic research. The high road insists upon internal coherence among data, theory, and econometrics, and it is that internal consistency that defines the high road. As I shall argue below, internal coherence is conspicuously lacking in the empirical literature on money demand "instability."

Along the low road, researchers can play fast and loose with data, theory, and econometrics. Paradoxes, puzzles, and "controversies" appear at every turn. Most empirical monetary economists took the low road. In most other areas of applied economics, including capital theory, labor economics, consumer demand systems modeling, production modeling, economic growth modeling, and agricultural economics, the profession chose the high road long ago, and has remained there.

Pointing fingers at the drivers who took the low road is perhaps not constructive, but it indeed is worthwhile to understand the nature of the low road, so that it can be recognized when encountered. For that reason, this section will concentrate primarily upon a description of the low road, rather than a discussion of individual papers or authors. The basic point to be made is that the low road research is filled with internal logical inconsistencies, to a degree that is perhaps unparalleled in any other area of applied economic research. For reasons that I prefer not to try to rationalize, the route from the broken road to the low road seemed more convenient to some than the route from the broken road to the high road.

2.2 The Price of Money

To make this as clear as possible, let us begin by assuming that the simple sum monetary aggregates, which are the subject of most of this research, are correct. Let us then determine how a model could be structured so that the research would be internally consistent and methodologically coherent. First let us consider the correct price that should be imputed to a simple sum quantity index. As is well known in index number theory, every quantity index has a dual price index, and visa versa. For example, Laspeyres quantity indexes and Paasche price indexes are dual. In fact much governmental data is produced from those dual pairs. The simple sum quantity index is a special case (equal coefficients) of the linear index, and the price dual to the linear quantity index is the
Leontief price index. If we then set the coefficients of the linear quantity index equal to each other, so that the quantity index becomes simple sum, the dual Leontief price index becomes the minimum price over the set of prices of component goods.

This result should not be surprising. Linear quantity aggregator functions, whether for consumers or firms, imply perfect substitutability among components. In the special case of equal coefficients within the linear aggregator function, the isoquants or indifference curves of the quantity aggregator function will be at 45 degree angles to the axes. The components will not only be perfect substitutes, but will be perfect substitutes in identical ratios. In short, they will be indistinguishable. Corner solutions will result. Only the lowest priced component of an aggregate will be held or consumed.

To produce that dual price index, we need now to determine how to measure the price of a component monetary asset. The derivation is in Barnett (1978,1980). The price of the services of a monetary asset is the asset's user cost, which is its opportunity cost. The formula for the user cost is in terms of foregone interest. In discrete time, that discounted foregone interest formula in real terms is \( \pi_{it} = (R_t - r_{it})/(1+R_t) \), where \( r_{it} \) is the own rate of return on monetary asset \( i \), and \( R_t \) is the rate of return on the benchmark asset, defined to be that asset which is held solely as an investment. In continuous time, the denominator does not appear in the real user cost formula, which reduces to the rate differential \( R_t - r_{it} \). We conclude that the correct price to impute to the simple sum monetary aggregate is \( \pi_t = \min \{ \pi_{it} : i = 1, ..., n \} \), where \( n \) is the number of monetary assets included in the aggregate.

2.3 Ancient History

Many decades ago, "money" was defined to include only monetary assets that yielded no interest. Those component monetary assets were currency plus demand deposits, and demand deposits yielded no interest. Since interest yield is not a monetary service, any asset that yielded interest was excluded from consideration as a monetary aggregate's component. In that long-gone world, \( r_{it} = 0 \) for all \( i \). Hence \( \pi_{it} = R_t \) for all \( i \) in continuous time.

---

4 With a linear quantity aggregator function, there will be a corner solution. On the duality between the simple sum index and the Leontief index, see Diewert (1976, p. 21).

5 The benchmark asset provides no services other than its investment rate of return, \( R_t \). Multiplication by the true cost of living index, \( p_t \), would convert to the nominal user cost \( p_t \pi_{it} \). The denominator of the formula discounts to present value from the end of the period to the start of the period, since interest is paid at the end of the period.

6 Imputation of implicit rates of return to demand deposits had not yet become an issue.
and thereby the price of the simple sum monetary aggregate was \( \pi_t = \min \{ \pi_{it}: i = 1, \ldots, n \} = R_t \). The correct price to insert into the right hand side of a money demand function was \( R_t \), which was the opportunity cost of money and was "the" interest rate of classical macroeconomic theory.\(^7\)

As we see, once upon a time long ago, the use of simple sum aggregation to aggregate over assets that all had the same zero yield made sense, since under those circumstances of continually equal user cost prices, the implicit assumption of perfect substitutability among components was credible, and under those same circumstances the use of "the" interest rate as the price of money indeed was correct, at least in continuous time.

But that was long, long ago. Yet most of the literature on the "unstable" demand for money function is based upon the assumed duality between the simple sum as quantity aggregate and "the" interest rate as its dual price.

2.4 We All Are Suffering from Delusions

As argued above, the measurement and modeling methods used in the literature on "unstable" money demand made good sense in the financial environment that existed a long time ago (well over 40 years ago). But let us assume that somehow these models still are correct in the current world. We then must reason through the implications of the model when in fact many monetary assets yield interest, and the interest yields are not the same on all component monetary assets.

Again simple sum quantity aggregator functions imply perfect substitutability of one unit of any component for one unit of any other component. But in reality the component assets' yields are not the same. Hence we must conclude that there is a corner solution with only the highest yielding asset remaining in existence. All other assets are dominated and hence have disappeared from existence. We may think that we have observed the existence of more than one monetary asset, but we are deluded. Furthermore for the user cost price \( \pi_{it} = R_t - r_{it} \) of the one non-dominated asset \( i \) to be \( R_t \), that asset's own rate of return \( r_{it} \) must be zero. Hence the dominated assets, that have disappeared from existence, must have even lower rates of return. In short, their nominal rates of return must be negative.

Large literatures exist on demands for nonmonetary goods, such as automobiles, food, services, physical

---

\(^7\) In discrete time this is not really correct, since then \( \pi_t = R_t/(1 + R_t) \), when \( r_{it} = 0 \) for all \( i \). Hence some of our discussion to follow will implicitly relate to continuous time modeling so that \( \pi_t = R_t \). Otherwise an attempt to rationalize the low road research becomes even more difficult.
capital, and labor. In none of those areas would economists take seriously a conclusion of function instability based upon theory implying mass delusions among economists and the public, although monetary economists who use a simple sum monetary aggregate with an interest rate as its price are implicitly accepting precisely such a view.

2.5 Income and Velocity

An income variable exists, along with "the" interest rate, in most of the papers claiming instability of money demand. Such an income variable also is needed to define velocity in those studies that concentrate on velocity rather than money demand. The variable that most commonly appears in those equations as income is gross national product. But GNP does not appear as the right hand side of anyone’s budget constraint. In addition, GNP does not include user-cost-evaluated expenditure on the services of monetary assets. Hence the right hand side of the "constraint" does not include part of the left hand side. To make sense, a demand function that has income on its right hand side must imply the existence of a constraint containing that income variable on the right hand side of the constraint. The measure of income used in those models is internally inconsistent with the rest of the model.8

2.6 Functional Form

The demand for money studies that report unstable demand for money functions use an erroneous measure of monetary services on the left hand side and erroneous measures of the price of money and income on the right hand side. None of the variables used in these studies connects in a valid manner with economic theory. In addition, little if any consideration is given to the nonlinear functional forms implied by demand theory.

The usual rationalization for ignoring the implications of economic theory for functional structure is the potential damage to economic theory produced by aggregation over economic agents. Here we have another internal contradiction. It has long been well known in aggregation theory that the absence of distribution effects

8There is implied a constraint of the form:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \pi_{it} m_{it} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_{it} c_{it} = I_t$$

where $m_{it}$ is the component monetary asset having user cost price $\pi_{it}$, and the second term on the left hand side is expenditure on other goods and services relevant to the decision of the economic agent, while $I_t$ is the constraining "income" or total expenditure variable. But GNP (or GDP) includes some forms of expenditure that do not appear on the left hand side of that constraint, while GNP does not include $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \pi_{it} m_{it}$ at all.
implies the existence of a representative consumer, where absence of distribution effects means that only the first moment of the income distribution appears in demand functions. If only per capita income or total income appears in demand functions and not any second or higher order moments of the distribution, we get the existence of a representative consumer "for free."9 No further assumptions are needed.10 Hence, if we assume away distribution effects, as is very common in the literature on "unstable" money demand, there can be no justification for not using representative agent theory, since the maintained assumption is sufficient for the existence of a representative agent.

2.7 Evaluation of the Low Road

The techniques currently being used in the low road literature are to be preferred to those methods used to produce the broken road discussed in section 1 above. But the faults that caused the road to break in the earlier literature remain in the low road literature. The low road empirical literature is so contaminated by bad data and internally inconsistent logic as to be devoid of scientific merit. Faced by such a disturbing literature, I am less than surprised by the growing "rebellion" of some real business cycle theorists against much of current econometrics.11

A small group of economists have taken a detour off of the low road to a very old unpaved road. They have sought to emphasize outside money, the base, total reserves, or nonborrowed reserves. Those variables undoubtedly have a connection with the transmission mechanism starting far back near its source at the central bank, but the demand for such a variable is no substitute in any reasonable macroeconomic model for the demand for money.12

9Oddly, many of the low road studies of demand for money do not even convert to per capita terms, but instead model total demand for money in terms of total income.
10If we do not wish to accept the existence of a representative consumer---and there are good reasons to be uncomfortable about that assumption---then we must include higher order moments of income distribution in our models. Few have ever attempted to estimate the integral equations produced by integrating demand systems over income distribution, as would be the valid approach without representative agent theory. For relevant theory and results in that challenging area of research, see Berndt, Diewert, and Darrough (1977) and Rios-Rull (1995).
11But the RBC literature, although far more theoretically tight than the "low road" literature discussed above, is nevertheless not yet immune from these troubles. As has been correctly observed by Hansen and Heckman (1996, p. 101), "It is remarkable to us that so little emphasis has been given to the transition from micro to macro in the real business cycle literature."
12Furthermore, a comparison between the vastly different behavior of money and of the base during the great depression clearly illustrates the dangers of using the base in any oversimplified policy prescription. The correct link between the base and the transmission mechanism is far from simple, as emphasized in Barnett (1987) and Barnett, Kirova, and Pasupathy (1994). Furthermore, recent questions have been raised about the monetary base data in recent years. See Anderson and Rasche (1996).
3. The High Road

The message in sections 1 and 2 above is a negative one, and unfortunately the alternative does not produce easy answers. The alternative is the high road, where the air is thin, and work is hard. The demand for money should be modeled using the same tools that are reputable in modeling the demand for other goods and services. No one who works in those areas would take seriously the statement that the demand for a good or service has "broken down" based upon the research methods that have produced that view about money demand. As explained above, the root source of the failure of so many demand for money models is the payment of interest on monetary assets. Demand for money functions that ignore the theoretical implications of that fact have performed increasingly poorly as more and more deregulated, interest-bearing assets have been entered into monetary aggregates.13

3.1. The Dependent Variable

The use of simple sum monetary aggregates in demand for money functions has been indefensible for decades. Who would measure transportation services by adding subway trains and roller skates? A vast literature exists on capital aggregation, and is directly relevant to measuring the flow of monetary services, when some or all monetary assets yield interest. See, e.g., Barnett (1980,1987,1995). On the general subject of capital aggregation, see Diewert (1978,1980). Recently vast data bases of Divisia monetary aggregate data have become available for many countries throughout the world.14

The basic principle upon which monetary index number theory operates is the following: at the margin,

---

13Regarding the paradoxical empirical implications of adding increasingly distant substitutes for money into monetary aggregates, without any weighting, see Barnett and Zhou (1994).

14The Bank of England publishes high quality monetary aggregate data based upon the use of the Divisia index formula and user cost prices. For details, see Fisher, Hudson, and Pradhan (1993). An international Divisia monetary aggregate database, including data from many parts of the world, is maintained online at the University of Mississippi and can be accessed on the World Wide Web at no charge. See Belongia (1996b) for a collection of articles covering the creation and analysis of these series for eleven countries and the core European Monetary Union area. Many of the authors of those articles are on the staffs of the central banks of those countries. High quality United States data on monetary services produced from Divisia aggregation is about to become available from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and will be updated and maintained routinely in the future. The procedures used in generating that data, which are superior to earlier Divisia data available for the United States, are described in Anderson, Jones, and Nesmith (1996). The data itself is available online from the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank's web site, FRED. Links to both the domestic and international sources of those data are maintained at the following web location: http://econwpa.wustl.edu:80/~barnett/. Further information about the objectives of this web site can be found in Barnett (1996). At some of the linked sites, the Divisia monetary services index is called the MSI index.
rational first-order conditions hold. The idea then is to remove from marginal services those that are not monetary services, and clearly investment yield is not a monetary service.\textsuperscript{15}

The simple sum monetary aggregates extract nothing from the measured flow imputed to money, including interest yield. Since investment return therefore is counted as a monetary service, one must conclude that coal mines, land, education, and in fact the entire physical and human capital stock of the country is "money." See Barnett and Zhou (1994) for a derivation of the confounding between investment rate of return and monetary services in the simple sum monetary aggregates and the ability of index number theory to remove the investment motive from the otherwise joint product. Contrary to Cuthbertson's (1996) representations, Divisia monetary aggregation is not about isolating and measuring specific monetary services, but rather about removing from the simple sum monetary aggregates those services that clearly are not monetary services, with the investment rate of return being the most conspicuous example. In monetary index number theory, the services that are measured as "monetary" are those services that remain after the nonmonetary services are removed.

\textbf{3.2 Independent Variables}

In the literature on capital aggregation, much has been published on the derivation and computation of user-cost prices for the services of durables. That derivation method was applied to acquire the formula for the user cost of monetary assets by Barnett (1978, 1980). Having the user cost prices measured for each component asset, aggregation over those user cost prices should be accomplished in a manner that is consistent with the manner in which the quantity aggregate aggregated over the services of the component quantities. That internal consistency is achieved by using the price index that is dual to the aggregate quantity of money services. The quantity of money index used to generate its price index dual can be Divisia, Fisher ideal, any other index in Diewert's (1996) class of superlative index numbers, or even Paasche or Laspeyres, but certainly not simple sum. That dual monetary user cost price aggregates are available on the World Wide Web at the same locations as the Divisia monetary services\textsuperscript{15}. Hence monetary index numbers based upon valid index number theory remove the investment rate of return from the measured monetary services. To the degree that other nonmonetary services exist in the total services produced by an asset, those other nonmonetary services can be "monetized" at the margin and used to augment the investment yield in the user cost formula. That user cost then is used as the price of the asset in a quantity index number from Diewert's (1976) superlative index number class. Among the infinite number of indexes in that class are the Fisher ideal index and the Törnqvist discrete-time approximation to the Divisia index. The adjusted user cost in the superlative index number formula removes the nonmonetary services from the measured service flow.
Many unsolved problems exist in durables aggregation and capital aggregation, and those problems continue to be the subject of expanding research. Advances in that research should be incorporated into monetary economics as those advances become available. One such example is the adjustments needed for risk, when contemporaneous prices are not known with perfect certainty. Along the high road, the objective is to do the best that is possible at the current state of the art of economic theory. One can do no more.

The common practice of using an interest rate as the opportunity cost of money in demand for money equations makes no sense. It makes no sense for Divisia monetary aggregates. It makes no sense for Fisher ideal monetary aggregates. It makes no sense for simple sum monetary aggregates. It has made no sense for over 40 years, since "money" began to yield interest.

### 3.3 Model Structure


While the real business cycle (RBC) literature has not yet come to grips with these issues, there are

---

16Since interest rates are paid at the end of period, some degree of contemporaneous risk exists in monetary asset user costs, which depend upon those interest rates. Difficult research on that subject is ongoing, and recent progress can be found in Barnett and Liu (1996), Barnett, Jensen, Liu, and Xu (1996), Poterba and Rotemberg (1987), and Rotemberg, Driscoll, and Poterba (1995). This research at present is much complicated by the unresolved problems in consumption CAPM and the associated equity premium paradox, as well as by problems with the small sample properties of generalized method of moments (GMM) estimators.

17There also is a middle road, along which some but not all of the relevant theory is used. Only partial coherence is attained. See Barnett, Offenbacher, and Spindt (1984) and Chrystal and MacDonald (1994) for noteworthy examples. For middle road detours to rather distant paths, see Spanos (1984), Roper and Turnovsky (1980), and Feldstein and Stock (1996).
encouraging signs from recent developments in that literature.  

4. Misunderstandings

The high road builds on the foundation of existing microeconomic theory, including the theory of the firm, consumer theory, and the implied microeconomic aggregation and index number theory. Advances in those areas are accepted and absorbed in a coherent manner as research proceeds up the high road. Constructive criticism of the high road is based upon recognition of the existence of unsolved problems in the supporting areas of economic research and the need for further development in those areas to permit the high road to climb even higher. However in many cases, criticism unfortunately is based upon lack of understanding of the foundations of the high road research. For example, introduction of new goods into superlative index numbers is accomplished by a specialized procedure involving imputation of reservation prices and transitional use of the Fisher ideal index, as explained in Diewert (1980). This procedure, while important to understanding the high road literature, is not widely known to nonspecialists in the field.

Misunderstandings produced from unawareness of specialized developments are not surprising; but some of the criticisms tend to be based upon misunderstandings of the relationship between elementary microeconomic theory and high road research. Perhaps the most persistent of those misunderstandings relates to the famous diamonds-versus-water paradox that is explained in most undergraduate microeconomic textbooks. User costs of monetary assets are the prices used in monetary index numbers. Prices do not measure total utility or average utility. User costs do not measure "moneyness," total services, or average services of monetary assets, although user cost prices do measure marginal services and opportunity costs at the margin. User costs are not weights in a
Divisia index or in any other superlative index number. In the Divisia index, the growth rate weights are shares.\textsuperscript{20}

It is often stated that the increase in the own rate of return on a monetary asset decreases its user cost and thereby its "moneyness" in a superlative monetary quantity index, such as a Divisia monetary aggregate. But in fact the share weights can either increase or decrease, when a user cost price decreases. In consumer theory, the direction of the change of the share of a good depends upon whether the good's own price elasticity is greater than or less than -1. In this volume, Laidler's (1996) well meaning, but somewhat heuristic and loose explanation of superlative monetary aggregates, could lead a reader to fall into the diamonds-versus-water paradox error. While Laidler knows the relevant theory sufficiently well to avoid falling into that paradox's trap himself, the risks from lack of rigor in such statements of the relevant theory are made evident from Cuthbertson's comments (1996) in this journal issue. Cuthbertson falls straight into the diamonds-versus-water paradox error in his erroneous conclusions about the effect on Divisia monetary aggregates of payment of interest on checking accounts. He also comments on the new goods issue (relative to financial innovation via new accounts) in a manner that disregards Diewert's (1980) correct approach mentioned above.

Responding to each such misunderstanding is a poor use of space in this journal, but references to relevant expository and clarifying articles can be found in Barnett, Fisher, and Serletis (1992). It is worth repeating that the basic principle that distinguishes the high road from the low road is that the high road uses the relevant theory and insists upon internal coherence and consistency between the theory that produced the model, the inference methods used to estimate the model, and the theory implied by the data construction procedures. The basic principles of aggregation and index number theory are relevant to the objectives of the high road, and violations of those basic principles are the basis for what Chrystal and MacDonald (1994) have called the "Barnett critique" in monetary economics. Criticisms of high road research necessarily fall into one of three possible groups: (1) refusal on the low road to recognize the existence of internal contradictions between the theory, econometrics, and data construction, (2) misunderstandings of the high road, and (3) constructive observations about the relevancy of unsolved problems in general economic theory. There are no other possibilities.

\textsuperscript{20}It is important to recognize that the shares are growth rate weights and not level weights. There is no way to write the Divisia index, or any other index in the superlative index number class, in a form that would measure the level of the index as a weighted average of the levels of the components, yet misinterpretations based upon that imputation are common.
5. Conclusion

The broken road has been abandoned for over a decade. The low road is a dead end. From the vantage point of the high road, the subject of this controversies section of the *Economic Journal* is the unstable non-demand function for a non-variable regressed on other non-variables through non-theory. The high road is a difficult road to travel, but it is the right road.
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